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Sample SEO Audit
For a leading media company



SEO is really about 
creating a better user 
experience - ranking is 
just Google’s reward. 
Vernon Joyce

“
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Introduction
About this document

This document firstly covers the critical findings for the audit conducted. 
It also serves an educational purpose in that it can be used as a playbook 
when writing content or building features. It lastly contains a roadmap 
outlining potential ways to improve your SEO as well as some technical 
considerations for the rebuild.

This document does however not include other search engines (such as 
Bing). Good SEO practices on Google generally results in good results on 
other search engines with some nuance.

This document contains fictional competitors and numbers, but is 
based on an actual audit done for a client.



SEO Traffic Overview
Unpacking some key metrics
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Key metrics
With SEO we work towards improving four key metrics, and an 
increase in any of these is a sign of improved ranks:

1. Impressions - How many times your website surfaces in 
a search result

2. Clicks - How many times a user clicks on your result
3. Click-through rate - Used as a benchmark for the 

accuracy of your results. The percentage of your 
impressions that resulted in clicks.

4. Average rank - The average rank of your website across 
all impressions.

To monitor for SEO
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Impressions is a good indicator of how many times your pages has shown 
up in Google, when a user searched for something related to your brand or 
content. 

Mobile impressions are relatively low compared to desktop which indicated 
that your website might not be well optimised for mobile. Upon further 
investigation, we found that your mobile website was not performing as well 
as your desktop website and generally ranks lower. 

These stats are for the month of May 2021

Impressions
How often you show up on Google

Source: Google Analytics
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A click usually indicates that the user potentially found what they were 
looking for - perhaps the title was correct or the description provided enough 
information for the user to want to read more. 

Your website has a low amount of organic clicks. We’ll unpack this in the rest 
of the document, but it is essentially due to not ranking well and how your 
website is appearing on Google which might deter users.

These stats are for the month of May 2021

Clicks
Incoming traffic from Google

Source: Google Analytics
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Average rank is a good indicator of whether or not you are ranking for what 
users are searching for. It’s a benchmark for whether your content is relevant 
and employing on-page SEO strategies.

Your website has a relatively high average rank  and only appears on page 4 
and up. There is a lot of room for improvement. 

These stats are for the month of May 2021

Average Rank
For impressionable views

Source: Google Analytics



Technical Audit



Performance Metadata Issues Critical Crawl issues Redirect Issues Content Issues

What’s included in the technical audit



Technical Audit
Performance
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Competitor
Performance Summary

Performance is a key factor for effective SEO due to its impact on the 
user’s experience. Both websites are performing well, but are less 
performant than most of their competitors. 

You scored 71 for performance which is a reasonably good score 
within your niche, but there is room for improvement.

Source: Google Lighthouse
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Asymmetrical
Competitor
Performance Summary

Asymmetrical competitors are businesses or websites that do not 
directly compete with you, but currently rank for your content. These 
competitors can often indicate sources of disruption and are harder to 
compete against.

You scored 71 for performance.

Source: Google Lighthouse
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Web vitals are set of website signals that measure impact on user 
experience. These signals aim to simplify Google’s complicated 
landscape of UX measurement tools into one concise standard.

SEO is ultimately about creating a better user experience - ranking 
is just Google’s reward. 

As seen, mobile in general scored much lower than the desktop 
experience. Mobile is key to your strategy given that more than 50% of 
content is now consumed on tablets and smartphones, and 
implementing AMP has been a good step in the right direction.

Source: Google Web Vitals

Web Vitals
Understanding your performance
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Web Vitals
Key factors impacting performance

Factor Description How your users are currently impacted

Server Response Time The time it takes for the browser to fetch a page or other resource 
from the server. 

Server only returned the initial web page after 2.7s. Most users leave websites that are not loaded by 
3s, which leaves little time for other resources to load.

Compress Images and 
Serve in Next-gen Format

New image formats have become available as browsers progressed, 
and algorithms for compressing imagery has improved. Many of the static images served on your website could benefit from compression. 

Text Compression Compress resources like JavaScript and CSS to reduce the file size Many of the script files on both sites are not currently being compressed, which impacts the overall 
size of the page load.

Remove unused scripts Scripts impact how fast a website loads
Look at potentially removing plugins or features that aren’t being used, or alternatively, finding ways 
to optimize the code. Disqus for example is nearly 500kb in the load sequence, are your users 
actually using it? 

Use alternative animated 
formats to GIF GIFs are no longer an efficient way to deliver animated content. GIFs are notoriously large, with some of the ads currently up to 500kb in size.

Reduce Redirects Redirects can cause shifts in the layout, and impacts overall load time 
on pages.

The redirection between mobile and desktop requires your server to load pages more than once, 
which impacts the overall load time.
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Metadata Issues
(High Priority)

Critical Site Crawl Issues 
(High Priority)

Redirect Issues
(Medium Priority)

Content Issues
(Medium Priority)

Websites rank because Google crawls them and the “crawling” is done by 
what is often referred to as a spider. A crawler, bot, or spider, is essentially a 
program and this program has an inherit algorithm that dictates how it 
indexes information. This algorithm looks for what are called ranking factors 
or signals, and Google scores websites based on these factors.

These ranking factors are not known to the public as it is ultimately part of 
Google’s search algorithm and intellectual property, but researchers do have 
some general ideas on what these are.

To the right is a summary of the issues identified across several ranking 
factors and improving on these issues has shown to positively impact 
ranking.

Site Crawl
A snapshot of crawler issues 12.2k 152

2.3k 1.3k



Technical Audit
Metadata Issues
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A canonical tag or URL, is imply the preferred version of a web page. It tells 
Google when crawling a page, which version of two different pages to rank, 
and prevents duplicate content issues as a result.

Your website is missing about 11.6k canonicals, and this is a result of having 
a separate mobile and desktop website which essentially creates a duplicate 
content problem.

Resolving canonical issues will have a tremendous impact on the 
rankings of both websites.

Canonicals
Metadata Issue #1

11.6k

Spider
(Search Engine)

Mobile Article Desktop Article
(Canonical)

Data Warehouse

x Search ResultsPrevented by canonicals
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URL length is not a proven ranking factor, but it can impact user experience 
when it’s not easily understandable by either users or crawlers. It does 
however impact how easy it is for Google to understand the URL and 
structure of the site. Long URLs are also often not semantic or have 
unnecessary information. 

Your website has a long domain name, but removing the date from the 
URL will solve many of these warnings.

Second to length, many of the URLs are not descriptive enough to provide 
users and crawlers with context of the page they are clicking through to. Try 
and include descriptive content in your URLs, such as name these 
attachment URLs to the right.

URLs
Metadata Issue #2

5.2k

URL does not provide context

URL is truncated due to “page” being included
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Page descriptions are example of user experience directly impacting 
click-through rate. Descriptions should aim to provide a summary of the 
content to the user, to entice them to click through to your content.

Long descriptions will automatically be truncated by Google, and missing 
descriptions will automatically be filled by Google using content from the 
page.

Descriptions, for this reason, should be a maximum of 160 characters 
and should describe the content succinctly. 

Descriptions
Metadata Issue #3

1k

The description provides no 
context and is truncated



Technical Audit
Critical Site Crawl Issues
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A 5xx error is usually an indication that something is wrong or broken. A 5xx 
error is usually shown to the browser via a redirect, and the server takes care 
of this action. A 500 error for example indicates a website page that is 
broken or not working.

Your website currently utilises a 502 error (bad gateway) to block users from 
accessing content when not logged in. Google sees this redirect as an error 
and is penalising these pages accordingly. There are also other instances 
where a 502 error is being used to redirect the user.

It is recommended to rather use a 302 or 307 status code, which is a 
temporary redirect. 

5xx Error
Critical Crawl Issue #1

137

A 404 error is when a page cannot be found. 

This is easily remedied by setting up a permanent redirect to a 
different page, usually a page that replaced the content or 
alternatively the home page.

4xx Error
Critical Crawl Issue #2

15



Technical Audit
Redirect
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A temporary redirect tells search engines not to expect a redirect or change 
as permanent. This can cause search engines to not index the updated page 
when redirecting. 

This is a best practice item - ensure to always use a 301 redirect or 
permanent redirect when redirecting pages that are meant to change 
permanently. 

Temporary redirect
Redirect Issue #1

1k - 2.1k

Redirect chains are redirects that trigger more than once. In other words, a 
page redirects to a page that redirects and so on. 

It is best practice not to nest redirects. Rather redirect to original page to 
the end page instead of having intermediate pages with redirects.

Redirect chain
Redirect Issue #2

1k - 1.5k



Technical Audit
Content Issues
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Duplicate content simply means that you are competing against yourself and 
Google’s crawler can often see duplicate content as an infringement which 
penalises that content and stops it from being indexed altogether. Duplicate 
content issues can come from either pages on the same website, or pages 
across multiple sites.

Content is often cross-posted between multiple websites, which causes 
SEO cannibalisation. 

Duplicate content is fine as long as an appropriate canonical tag is 
present.

Duplicate Content
Content Issue #1

3.4k

Spider
(Search Engine)

Mobile Article
(Website 2)

Desktop Article
(Website 2)

Search Data

Mobile Article
(Website 1)

Desktop Article
(Website 1)

?



1. Implement a sitemap - An XML sitemap helps Google 

understand your website by giving it a structured map of all your 

content. I would recommend you generate this dynamically.

2. Schema - Add a schema to describe elements of your website, 

such as an article or a business. See implementation section for 

more details.

Opportunities
Quick wins for improving technical SEO

3. Slow load times - Some pages are being flagged as loading too 

slowly. It’s likely that this is an intermittent problem as no discernible 

pattern can be seen. This likely also relates to items raised in the 

performance part of this audit.



On-Page Audit
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As mentioned previously, there are hundreds of ranking factors or signals 
Google looks for when crawling your website. Some of these factors are 
known, and in this section we want to look at whether your content follows 
these on-page ranking factors.

From an on-page perspective we monitor 27 factors to help content rank.

Ranking factors
A snapshot of what impacts rank

Factor Description

Content accessibility Can the search engines see your content, does it load for 
them, and is it indexable

Content length Is your content long enough and does it contain meaning (i.e. 
is not junk content)

Keyword stuffing Does the content use keywords sparingly

Keyword usage and 
density

How often are target keywords used, and do they make sense 
within the context of the content? 

URL length Is the URL crawler friendly, and readable by the user?

Meta Description Does your page’s description provide the user with an 
indication of

Canonical Tag Did you indicate whether your content is the original version 
of something?

Alt tags Are you describing images in a way that is understandable by 
readers and crawlers?

And more...
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Sample Keywords
Keywords used for the purpose of this report

Supplied Researched Content Example

eskom eskom news, eskom tenders, eskom news today, eskom 
loadshedding news, eskom debt Redacted

gwede mantashe gwede mantashe news today, gwede mantashe mining, gwede 
mantashe mining indaba, gwede mantashe new mineral Redacted

Analysing content requires keywords to be monitored against pages on your 
site. For the purpose of this audit we have taken some key content pages and 
analysed keywords against them, to see whether or not you rank for them.



On-Page Audit
Sample keyword analysis



This article already has a good score, but is not ranking on the first page of 
Google. This could indicate that competition on the keyword is quite high and it 
might not be worth pursuing. Other SEO factors could eventually impact how it 
ranks.

There are however some issues that can be addressed such as adding 
keywords to the image alt tag, but the recommendation here would be to wait 
for other SEO ranking factors to help lift this page.

eskom debt
Your website

#14

Keyword:
Score

92

Hurting Factors

7

Helping Factors

20



In this example, your content is flagged as the primary article to rank for this 
keyword. There is clearly search volume for this keyword as it’s ranking 
relatively high, considering the overall SEO of your website.

Some of the factors hurting this content is for example, not using the 
keyword in the page’s description. Another low-hanging fruit is to include an 
alt attribute on the image, for example: gwede mantashe discusses mining.

This type of page would likely be better left as is, with a new page created 
aimed at ranking gwede mantashe mining.

gwede mantashe
Your Website

#34

Keyword:
Score

67

Hurting Factors

13

Helping Factors

14



1. Category pages - Your current category pages only contains 

news items. Adding an opening paragraph unpacking coal in the 

context of mining news would help those pages rank.

2. Transcripts - Transcripts are an easy way to generate content 

based off of video. Include them in articles with video for an extra 

boost in word count.

Opportunities
Quick wins for improving on-page SEO

3. Author pages - Implement EAT principles by expanding on the 

credentials of your authors. Give them a proper feature by 

showcasing their expertise and who they are. Add LinkedIn profile 

links to their pages. Ensure that author URLs also have the author’s 

names.

4. Alt tags - None of the imagery used on the site utilises alt tags. 

Alt tags are a code-based way of describing an image, and an easy 

way to include keywords. Alt tags should be natural and avoid the 

same ranking principles mentioned earlier.



Link Audit
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Your link profile is a summary of external and internal links. An external 
link, or backlink, is when another website links back to you. An internal 
link is when you link from one of your pages to another. 

A followed link is a link that allows itself to be crawled to another 
website. If for example CNN links to your website using a followed link, 
Google will crawl to your website from CNN. A nofollow link on the 
other hand would prevent Google from leaving CNN and crawling your 
website. Nofollow links are however understood by Google, and 
Google might crawl your site at a later date as it gets indexed. 

Followed links to your website, and nofollow links from your 
website are the most important link types for building SEO.

Link Profile
Summary of links

Your Website

Domain Authority 62

Spam Score NA

Total Links 216 358

External followed links 127 975

Internal followed links 155 724

External nofollow links 2 659

Internal nofollow links 0

Total linking domains 445

Source: Moz
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Google inherently tracks the authority of a domain (website URL) but 
this information is not available to the public. For this reason, many 
tools have their own authority metric based on the various ranking 
factors researchers have identified over time. 

This particular metrics looks at websites linking back to both sites and 
whether they are trusted sources. 

Your website stacks up well against their competitors, beating the likes 
of Media24. There is however still room for improvement.

Source: Moz

Domain Authority
A view on domain trust
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Your website has a really strong external link profile, and beats many of 
its key competitors. This will be a key driving factor for improving 
ranking once technical issues are resolved.

Media24 properties have surprisingly low external links, but it is 
possible that they block crawlers. 

External Links
How many other pages link to you

Source: Moz
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The domains linking back to your website is a key factor in whether or not 
you are seen as an authoritative source. If your backlink profile consists of 
websites with a high spam score (such as adult websites or websites with 
malware) then Google will penalise you as you are associated with an 
untrusted source.

Your website has great linking domain profiles. There are a few opportunities 
such as YouTube and Medium (discussed on the next page) which some of 
your competitors are utilising. 

Source: Google Web Vitals

Linking Domains
Where links come from

Some of your top domains

Opportunities (Competitor linking domains)



1. YouTube / Vimeo - Your website currently utilises YouTube as a 

channel, but none of the videos link back to their respective articles. 

This is a simple way to create backlinks from an authoritative source.

2. Utilise Medium - Investigate writing some content on Medium as 

it is a platform with a captive audience. Backlinks from Medium carry 

high authority. 

Opportunities
Other ways to grow your link profile

3. Add nofollow attribute - This is a piece of code that needs to be 

included on all your external links. It tells Google not to leave your 

website for your partners’ which prevents leaks

4. Add title tags to internal links - A title tag is another code that 

can be added to links. It tells search engines what an internal clicks 

to and helps provide additional context.



Implementation Action Plans
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Audit Summary
Your website has an incredible amount of content. The content is 
written by authoritative sources, and often referenced by other 
players in the industry. Your website has a strong link profile and 
are seen as an authoritative source by Google.

So why then, are they not ranking? 

It all boils down to technical issues not being addressed. Canonical 
tags is undoubtedly the largest factor, as duplicate content is likely 
causing your website to be penalised. Several other factors will 
also in the long run improve SEO, and making a few small tweaks 
like adding Schema will improve chances of ranking in the news 
section of Google.

In a nutshell



1. Canonical Tags - This is the most important implementation item 

on this list and will have near immediate impact. Start by 

implementing this for all new content, and work on retrospective 

content over time.

2. Create a sitemap - A working sitemap will help your content 

rank quicker as you make changes in the coming month. A sitemap 

will also make the transition to a new website easier. It will need to 

be submitted to Google Search Console.

3. Correct content issues - Correct some of the content issues 

identified so that its migrated to the new website as content that’s 

100% correctly formatted.

Immediate actions
Key focus areas before the rebuild

4. Start adding alt tags - This is a tedious process, but will have a 

big impact on your rank once canonical tags are corrected. Ensure 

that alt tags describe an image in a natural way and don’t stuff 

keywords as this will negatively impact your rank.

5. Implement news Schema - This can be done at a template level 

quite easily, and will have a big impact. The news schema will help 

describe your content as news to Google. I have added 

implementation details on the next page.
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Schema, or structured snippets, helps Google understand the type of content 
included on a page. This improved understanding is not a ranking signal, but 
does provide Google with context.

There are many types of schema each with their own unique properties. We 
recommend using the NewsArticle schema. Start by adding basic 
properties such as the author, image and headline, and move into other 
properties when ready. 

It can also be implemented on both AMP and non-AMP pages, and should 
be in cases where both are present. 

Schema will go a long way in helping Google understand that you are a 
news site, and should help you to rank there over time.

Schema
Structured snippets for news

Google Documentation

<script type="application/ld+json">
    {
      "@context": "https://schema.org",
      "@type": "NewsArticle",
      "mainEntityOfPage": {
        "@type": "WebPage",
        "@id": "https://google.com/article"
      },
      "headline": "Article headline",
      "image": [
        "https://example.com/photos/1x1/photo.jpg",
        "https://example.com/photos/4x3/photo.jpg",
        "https://example.com/photos/16x9/photo.jpg"
      ],
      "datePublished": "2015-02-05T08:00:00+08:00",
      "dateModified": "2015-02-05T09:20:00+08:00",
      "author": {
        "@type": "Person",
        "name": "John Doe"
      },
      "publisher": {
        "@type": "Organization",
        "name": "Google",
        "logo": {
          "@type": "ImageObject",
          "url": "https://google.com/logo.jpg"
        }
      }
    }
    </script>

https://schema.org/NewsArticle
https://schema.org/NewsArticle
https://developers.google.com/search/docs/data-types/article#non-amp


1. Address performance - Several items were identified in the 

content audit. It is possible to address some of those items now, and 

some need to be addressed as part of the rebuild. I have outlined my 

recommendations on the previous page. 

2. Think carefully about the role of AMP - AMP is currently 

potentially disruptive to your business model, in terms of selling 

advertising. Is AMP really key to your strategy or was it an attempt 

to rank for news? You would not need AMP if your website is fast 

enough.

Technical considerations
What to think about for the rebuild

3. Consider your eco-system - Both websites currently have both 

a mobile and desktop website as separate platforms. This 

complicates your SEO landscape unnecessarily and I would 

recommend applying responsive practices instead.

4. Be more considered about data - There are aspects of your 

analytics that make it difficult to accurately measure success. 

Collapsing desktop and mobile will help as a start, and removing 

unnecessary redirects will help with attribution.
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Web Vitals
Improving overall performance

Factor Suggestions for Remediation Increase * Effort Impact

Text Compression Enabling GZIP on all your static assets would greatly improve performance. 2 seconds Low Medium

Compress Images and 
Serve in Next-gen 
Format

Investigate server-side compression for images, and potentially serving these images in a newer format 
like WebP. This could save up to 1.5 seconds. 1.5 seconds Medium Medium

Remove unused 
scripts

Look at potentially removing plugins or features that aren’t being used, or alternatively, finding ways to 
optimize the code. Disqus for example is nearly 500kb in the load sequence, are your users using it? 5 seconds Medium High

Reduce Redirects Merge mobile and desktop websites, or use canonicals to force Google to index only Desktop 2 seconds High Medium

Server Response Time

Remediation on response time for servers generally involves improving server performance and 
introducing a CDN (content delivery network) for static files. Using the HTTP2 protocol is also an easy 
way to improve response time, provided it’s available on your server. This could save up to 2 seconds 
depending on the implemented solution and location of users.

2.5 seconds High High

Use alternative 
animated formats to 
GIF

This will need to be a shift in your images and infographics by ensuring they are in formats that are 
more bandwidth-friendly 1 second High Low

* Estimates



1. Create content for category and author pages - This process 

will take some time, as I recommend you approach this strategically 

by including appropriate keywords in the content. Start with the 

profiles as they are likely the easiest to produce.

2. Link building - Start investigating some of the link building 

opportunities. Adding links to YouTube for example should be easy 

(albeit time consuming) and will help build your link profile.

Long-term implementations
Focus items as part of or post-launch

3. Get LinkedIn sorted - Ensure that all journalists have LinkedIn 

profiles that represent both sites appropriately. Link these profiles to 

news items, and link journalists on the websites back to the profiles. 

It is also important to tag your journalist on-platform. 

4. Create and implement a keyword strategy - We will provide 

research services for SEO, and will supply you with 

recommendations for improving existing content to rank higher.
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Our SEO dashboard can help you keep track of objectives, find insights and 
monitor your progress over time. 

We offer them at a fixed monthly cost and will send them to you on a 
preferred date.

Source: Google Web Vitals

Monitor
Keep track of your SEO progress
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Next Steps
1. We will share a list of technical issues and where they appear, 

based on the implementation priority
2. We are available to consult with your technical team on 

implementation work
3. Make a decision on monitoring and whether you will require a 

dashboard
4. Do a second (lighter) audit in 3 months to determine whether 

implementation has had a positive impact.

Where to now?
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Thank you
Helio, Your Partner in Digital


